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Electron beam deposition~EBD! is a maskless technique suitable for the fabrication of nanometer
scale structures. Metals can be deposited from an organometallic gas, but simultaneous carbon
deposition typically yields grossly impure~;25% metal! deposits. We have found that the metal
content of the deposited solid is dramatically improved by performing the whole EBD process in a
reactive gaseous environment containing a source of oxygen~O2 or H2O! in addition to the
organometallic gas. With simple procedures we prepared Au deposits showing significantly
diminished C content~up to 50% metal! as the partial pressure of O2 ~or H2O! is increased in the
gas.© 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Electron beam deposition~EBD!1,2 provides an inexpen
sive way to create features of different sizes, shapes,
materials in the submicron or nanometer scale. The foc
e2-beam of a scanning electron microscope~SEM! has been
shown to cause the growth of dots, columns~typically less
than 100 nm diam!, lines or thin films, if an appropriate ga
is present in the vicinity of the substrate. Some or all of
gas molecules that adsorb on the area that is irradiated b
electrons are dissociated, and a deposit is formed consi
of the nonvolatile remains from that dissociation. Meta
nanostructures can be created by using an organome
precursor gas.3–7 In previous EBD work, through, the meta
lic purity of the deposits has been limited by a substan
amount of simultaneously deposited carbon, coming b
from the residual hydrocarbon contamination gases in
the SEM chamber and from the organometallic precu
compound itself.

Here we present a method that significantly reduces
bon incorporation in EBD. Our method is based on the
multaneous presence of two gases during the deposition
cess: the organometallic precursor gas and
‘‘environmental gas.’’ Since, in our case, the partial press
of organometallic gas is constant and around two order
magnitude smaller than that of environmental gas, we de
the measured total pressure as environmental pres
Penv. In our experiments the environmental gas is eit
H2O vapor, Ar, or a mixture of 80% Ar and 20% O2
~Ar/O2!. We found that the presence of Ar/O2 or H2O reduces
the C content of the deposits whereas Ar does not. Altho
no precautions were taken to reduce the residual contam
tion in the SEM chamber, nor to carefully handle or clean
sample, we obtained Au contents as high as 50%.

Instead of a conventional SEM we used an environm
tal SEM ~ESEM! for the EBD process.8 The ESEM allows
imaging in the presence of up to 20 Torr of certain ga
Ionization of gas molecules above the surface allows the
tection of secondary electrons for imaging. Here we sh
that this highly ionized gas, which constitutes our envir
mental gas, can also create a reactive environment w
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reduces the C content of Au deposited by EBD. In addition
we simplified the usual subchamber setup for EBD. Gene
ally, the sample is placed inside a subchamber within th
SEM chamber to allow the presence of a gas around th
sample without breaking the SEM vacuum. Instead of feed
ing the precursor gas into the subchamber from an extern
source, we put a small quantity of the organometallic com
pound in a built-in reservoir inside the subchamber~see Fig.
1!. The reservoir communicates with the subchambe
through a fixed 50-mm aperture and the sample is accesse
by the e2-beam through a fixed 1-mm aperture. We could
not, therefore, vary the partial pressure of the organometall
gas, estimated to be;130 mTorr above the substrate by
comparing our growth rates with those reported in Ref. 6. It
exact value does not affect our findings, since it is constan
while we vary Penv. Accurate control of the growth rate
would require variable apertures, pressure gauges, and
electron dose gauge, as reported by others.5,6 Our efforts
were directed toward improving the composition of the Au
deposits by judicious choice of the environmental gas~Ar,
Ar/O2, or H2O! and its partial pressure~;0–10 Torr!. The
substrate was mounted close to the top aperture of the su

FIG. 1. Schematic of our simplified subchamber setup~the environmental
gas, filling up the whole ESEM chamber, is not depicted for clarity!.
/95/66(16)/2080/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Auger electron spectroscopy~AES! of Au deposits. Each spectrum was taken at the center of a 10mm35 mm thick film deposit created at the
indicated environmental pressurePenv of ~a! Ar/O2 ~4:1 ratio! mixture,~b! Ar, or ~c! H2O vapor. One Au:69 eV peak and one C:272 eV peak are visible in each
spectrum. All plots are normalized to their highest peak, and only the ratio of the Au peak height to the C peak height is relevant and used to determ
indicated atomic percentages of Au and C. The corresponding Au composition~65%! is shown above each spectrum. WhenPenv is dropped to 0 Torr@as in
~b! or ~c!, bottom curves#, hydrocarbon contamination deposition dominates and the Au content is very low.
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chamber, and the whole subchamber-reservoir assem9

was placed on the ESEM sample stage for each experim
We emphasize that the precursor gas emanated f
the reservoir and that the environmental gas was dire
introduced into the ESEM chamber, both being pres
during deposition. We deposited Au from
Au~CH3!2~hexafluoroacetylacetonate!, a liquid with a vapor
pressure of 700 mTorr at 20 °C, on an indium–tin oxi
~ITO! substrate at room temperature. We did not observ
dependence of the composition on the beam current, ma
fication or energy~10–30 keV! settings. This is explained by
the lack of selectivity in the chemical bonds ruptured
high-energy electrons. Hence we used the typical setting
ESEM imaging.

In each experiment, four rectangula
(10 mm35 mm)10 thin film ~;20–40 nm thick! deposits
were created under different values ofPenv ~650 mTorr! by
rastering the e2-beam across those areas. The sample
then transferred in air to a scanning Auger microanaly
~SAM! system. Exposure to air caused the adsorption o
hydrocarbon layer on the deposits, which was removed by
sputtering the sample for a few seconds until the Auge
signal was minimized. Figure 2 shows the three represe
tive experiments, corresponding to different types of en
ronmental gases:~a! Ar/O2, ~b! Ar, and ~c! H2O vapor. The
four Auger spectra in each experiment correspond to f
rectangles deposited under decreasing values ofPenv. Each
spectrum was taken at the center of one of the rectangles,
did not show any In, Sn, or O peaks from the underlying IT
substrate or F or O peaks from the organometallic molec
In Fig. 2~a! one observes that the C peak decreases, i.e.,
Au content increases with increasing Ar/O2 pressure. Note
that 10 Torr of Ar/O2 are equivalent to 2 Torr of pure O2 and
resulted in 50%~65%! Au content. When Ar alone is use
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 16, 17 April 1995
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instead as the environmental gas the Au content of the de
posit is not significantly affected by changes in Ar pressure
above 0 Torr and is low~around 15%!, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
A behavior similar to that of Ar/O2 is observed when H2O
vapor is used instead@see Fig. 2~c!#, but with an overall
smaller Au content~up to 20% under 3 Torr!. The bottom
curves of Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! show the Auger analysis corre-
sponding to deposition in the absence of environmental ga
Au contents lower than 12.5%~i.e., Au:C ratios lower than
1:7 as present in the organometallic molecule! were system-
atically observed whenPenv was dropped below 0.1 Torr.
This is a clear indication that hydrocarbon contamination in
the ESEM chamber is being deposited at the same time a
the organometallic compound. We note that, since contam
nation deposition is present in every experiment, our resul
of 50% Au composition represents a significant improve-
ment. Although the absolute Au~or C! percentages varied
~;10%! from experiment to experiment due to variations in
the background carbon deposition, the three distinct behav
iors shown in Fig. 2 were consistently observed throughou
all our experiments. The qualitative dependence of compos
tion onPenv is more clearly seen by examining an Auger map
of the deposits. In the example shown in Fig. 3 we imaged
the presence of Au in another group of four 10mm35 mm
rectangles, each deposited under different pressures of H2O
as labeled. The brighter areas signal higher Au content an
correspond to higher values ofPenv.

The Ar/O2 or H2O gases, therefore, create a reactive en
vironment that enhances the Au content of the deposit. W
believe that the C in the deposits is being desorbed in th
form of CO or CO2 molecules at the same time as deposition
occurs. The oxygen-containing species necessary for that r
action to occur are supplied by the environmental gas. Bot
the dissociation of precursor gas molecules adsorbed on th
2081Folch et al.
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sample surface and the ionization of environmental gas m
ecules above the surface generate highly reactive species
recombination of which leaves the observable deposit.
explain the superior results with Ar/O2 as compared to H2O
by its richer presence of O at the compared pressures. U
pure O2 should yield better results.11 The fact that Ar does
not create a reactive environment is consistent with the in
nature of Ar.

We stress that the highPenv values used in our study, o
the ESEM itself, are not essential to prove the idea that
presence of a second, reactive gas can reduce the ca
incorporation during EBD. It is probably the ratio of th
partial pressures of the two gases that determines the c
position of the deposits. One would expect, though, that h
gas pressures result in a broadening of the EBD features
to scattering of the beam electrons. Surprisingly, we did
observe any dependence of the feature width onPenvbelow 5
Torr. Despite electron scattering, the linewidth of our EB
features was routinely 100 nm or less, as demonstrated in
structures shown in Fig. 4. It is possible that a concen
plasma sheath, and its associated electrostatic field, build
around the beam and causes self-focusing of the beam.12 In
any case, since the growth rate increases with increasing
tial pressure of precursor gas, lower total pressures of a s
lar mixture of gases could be used in high vacuum
higher-resolution deposition at a slower rate. Our simple s
chamber did not allow us to perform EBD in the ESE
high-vacuum mode. With the ESEM we avoid the natu
incompatibility between precursor gas pressure/growth r
maximization and the high vacuum requirements of a c
ventional SEM chamber. We achieved growth rates of
nm/s in fixed e2-beam spot exposure~see Fig. 4!.

We conclude that by performing EBD in the presence
an oxygen-rich reactive gas we are able to reduce the ca
content of the deposits. With little effort and a simple expe
mental setup based on an ESEM we achieved 50%-Au/
nm-wide deposits. Using pure O2 as the environmental ga
and cleaner, more sophisticated setups should result in hi
purities and smaller features.
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FIG. 3. An Auger map of Au deposits vs H2O pressure in the environmenta
gas. Each pixel is assigned a gray level that corresponds to the intens
an Auger peak of Au, depicting the relative abundance of Au. The rectan
were deposited under different H2O pressures, as labeled, showing grea
Au content with increasing pressures of H2O in the environment.
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FIG. 4. The height or thickness of the deposits was measured with an atomi
force microscope~AFM! ~Ref. 13!. Shown here is a tapping-mode AFM
image of a pattern reading ‘‘MIT’’ that was written by sequentially depos-
iting Au columns under 2 Torr of Ar/O2. Each column was deposited by
stopping the e2-beam in a given spot for 5 s and is around 100 nm wide and
200 nm high, yielding an average growth rate of 40 nm/s. Note that the
columns appear wider than they really are due to convolution with the AFM
tip. The e2-beam was positioned by moving a mouse-driven cursor on the
ESEM screen.
Folch et al.


